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Planning is published monthly by the American Planning 

Association. It offers news and analyses of events in 

planning (including suburban, rural, and small town 

planning, environmental planning, neighborhood 

revitalization, economic development, social planning, and 

urban design). 

Query First
If you have an idea for a story, don’t send a completed manuscript. Instead, 
send an email briefly describing what you have in mind, why the topic is 
important, and how it is relevant to our audience. Say something about 
the sources of your information, your writing experience, and what types of 
photographs and graphics are available to illustrate your story. 

Feature Articles
Articles for Planning should be on a topic of significant interest to the field. 
Although features also may have a news angle, their greater length allows 
more in-depth exploration of the issues raised by a particular event. Features 
include case studies of particular places or planning programs, stories analyzing 
trends, evaluations of planning programs, and descriptions of planning practice 
and techniques. A typical feature story is 2,000 words. Please send queries 
to PlanningMagIdea@planning.org. (Longer, academic articles based on 
original research should be submitted to the Journal of the American Planning 
Association. Go to planning.org/JAPA for information.)

News Stories
We report on events in the field each month. Some news stories are 
contributed; however, most of these short items (about 500 words) are staff-
written, based on interviews and material supplied by planners. A timely news 
angle is most important. 

Also in the news section: Legal Lessons (essays by attorneys or other land-use 
law experts on legal topics of interest to planners). Send ideas for news and 
Legal Lessons to mhammon@planning.org. 

Book Reviews
Books chosen for review in Planning include new works by major figures in 
the profession, how-to books, and case studies. Unsolicited reviews are used 
infrequently, but intel on a new book can be sent to mhammon@planning.org. 

Viewpoint
Planning’s Viewpoint page is our op-ed page—and your chance to be heard. 
Feel strongly about something and want to share it with your peers? Send a 
note to mhammon@planning.org. These essays are about 600 words long.

SUGGESTIONS FOR 
CONTRIBUTORS
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Writing Guidelines
Planning tries to maintain a straightforward, nontechnical style. Every story should make clear, near the beginning, 
why the topic is of interest at this time. The facts of the case should be presented with a minimum of elaboration. 
Only essential background details should be included. (An exception is the monthly “Planning Practice” feature, in 
which details of a noteworthy case study or planning technique are discussed at length.) The primary focus should 
be on how a program has worked, special techniques used, and solutions to problems encountered. Stories about 
planning achievements should include information about their political and economic context. 

Accuracy is vital. All facts should be double-checked before a manuscript is submitted. Provide URLs as in-text 
citations or in footnotes for factchecking ease. Each manuscript should be accompanied by a list of resources on the 
topic at hand: relevant books and reports, conferences, and contacts’ names, phone numbers, and email addresses.

To settle points of style, Planning’s editors use The Chicago Manual of Style (University of Chicago Press). A good, basic 
writing guide is The Elements of Style, by William Strunk Jr. and E.B. White. 

Images
Planning uses a variety of photographs and infographics, including charts and maps. We accept files from Adobe 
Creative Suite and Microsoft office. Files should be 7 or 8MB or 300 dpi minimum and saved in the following formats: 
JPGS, EPS, TIF, or PDF. All images should include credit, caption, and permission information. Download Planning 
magazine’s art guidelines at planning.org/planning/suggestions. Questions? Contact Art Director Joan Cairney at 
jcairney@planning.org.

Payment
Planning generally does not pay for articles by practicing planners, attorneys, or university faculty members. For 
others, fees are worked out individually.  

Contacts
Meghan Stromberg, Editor in Chief 
312.786.6385 or mstromberg@planning.org

Julie Von Bergen, Senior Editor
312.786.6371 or jvonbergen@planning.org

Mary Hammon, Associate Editor
312.786.6383 or mhammon@planning.org

Planning
American Planning Association
205 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1200
Chicago, IL 60601
P: 312.431.9100
F: 312.786.6700

Planning also accepts paid advertising. For rates and schedules, contact:
Kate Calabra, 312.786.6349 or kcalabra@planning.org.
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